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Stochastic oscillatory integrals with quadratic phase function are studied in the
case where amplitude functions are multiple Wiener integrals. We show that a prin-
ciple of stationary phase holds when kernels of multiple Wiener integrals are of
trace class. On the way, we establish a new criterion for a Wiener functional to be
analytic.  1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
On the finite dimensional Euclidean space Rd, studies of oscillatory
integrals come down to those in the case of quadratic phase functions
(cf. [2, 3, 6]). On Rd, a quadratic phase function is of the form (V, BV) for
some symmetric B # RdRd. Its analogue QA on a real abstract Wiener
space (X, H, +) is a Wiener functional obtained as a stochastic extension of
the bilinear form (V, AV) H on H, A: H  H being a symmetric Hilbert
Schmidt operator. In [12], Malliavin and the second author established a
change of variable formula associated with oscillatory integrals with qua-
dratic phase function QA . In the present paper, applying the formula, we
shall study an asymptotic behavior of stochastic oscillatory integral
I(; *)=|
X
e- &1*QA (x&h0)e- &1(x, l)(x+h) +(dx) as |*|   (0.1)
for h0 , h, l # H in the case where  is a multiple Wiener integral. If
A : H  H is injective, h0 is only one stationary point of the phase func-
tion QA(V&h0) (Remark 2.6(i)). In this case, we shall establish a sufficient
condition under which the principle of stationary phase works for the
oscillatory integral;
I(; *)t[det2(1&2 - &1*A)]&12 ‘‘(h+h0)’’ e- &1(h0, l)e&&h0&
2
H2
as |*|  , (0.2)
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where ‘‘t’’ has been used to mean that the ratio of the RHS and the LHS
tends to 1, and det2 denotes the CarlemanFredholm determinant. See
Theorems 2.2 and 4.1. Such asymptotic behaviors have been studied in
[1, 8] in the case when  is a Fourier transform of a finite signed measure
on H. As we shall see in Remark 2.6(ii), our result covers this case.
To see such an asymptotic behavior, it is indispensable to give a meaning
to ‘‘(h+h0)’’. Namely, the amplitude function  is a multiple Wiener
integral, and hence its value ‘‘(k)’’ at k # H has no meaning from the
measure theoretical point of view. Giving a meaning of ‘‘(k)’’, one may
remember a concept of ‘‘skeleton’’; the restriction to H of a Wiener func-
tional. Since the restriction can not be defined in general, a question arises
if one can find a class of Wiener functionals which possess a ‘‘skeleton’’ and
enjoy the asymptotic behavior (0.2). In this paper, it turns out that a class
of multiple Wiener functionals with kernel of ‘‘trace class’’ is the one we are
looking for.
We shall state our strategy in detail. For the sake of simplicity, let
h0=h=l=0. The change of variable formula in [12] (see also (1.18))
implies that
I(; *)=[det2(I&2 - &1*A)]&12 |
X
((I&2 - &1*A)&12 x) +(dx).
(0.3)
For the Wiener functional (I&2 - &1*A)&12 x with values in X- &1H,
see the paragraph before Lemma 1.17. There are two na@ ve ways to con-
clude an asymptotic behavior from this identity. One is to evaluate the last
integral directly and let |*| tend to infinity. The observation in Section 2
will be made along this line. To do this, key roles are played by the integra-
tion by parts formula and the decomposition of a multiple Wiener integral
into a sum of homogeneous polynomials on X. This decomposition will be
done via HuMeyer’s multiple Stratonovich integrals, which can be defined
when the kernel of the multiple Wiener integral  is of ‘‘trace class’’. The
other is to assume a continuity condition on . Namely, by virtue of
Gross’ result [4], (I&2 - &1*A)&12 x converges to 0 in probability in
X- &1X. For details, see the paragraph after (4.19). Thus, if  extends
to X- &1X continuously, then one can expect an asymptotic behavior
(0.2). An observation along this idea will be carried out in Section 4. In the
section, the decomposition of multiple Wiener integrals into a sum of mul-
tiple Stratonovich integrals also plays an important role. In fact, a multiple
Stratonovich integral is a good candidate of Wiener functionals extending
naturally to X- &1X.
An example indicating the importance of being of ‘‘trace class’’ can be
found in the case where X is a classical 2-dimensional Wiener space
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over [0, 1]. Le vy’s stochastic area (12) 10 [x
1(t) dx2(t)&x2(t) dx1(t)] ,
x(t)=(x1(t), x2(t)) being the position of x # X at time t, is a quadratic
form on X, say QA (cf. [8]). Let =QA . Remembering ([9]) that
[det2(1&2 - &1*A)]&12=X e- &1*QA (x) +(dx)=(cosh(*2))&1, and dif-
ferentiating in * the both sides of the last identity, we see that
I(; *)t[det2(1&2 - &1*A)]&12 \\ - &12 + as *  \.
Thus the asymptotic behavior (0.2) does not occur. It is an easy matter to
see that the HilbertSchmidt operator A: H  H associated with Le vy’s
stochastic area possesses eigenvalues [(2(2n+1)?)&1 : n # Z] , the multi-
plicity of each being 2 (cf. [8]). Thus the kernel of , which coincides with
A, is not of trace class. It was shown by the first author [15] that the
‘‘skeleton’’ of Le vy’s stochastic area is not uniquely determined. Finally,
 is of the form n # Z (2(2n+1)?)&1 [(x, h2n&1) 2+(x, h2n) 2&2] for
some CONS[hn]n=1 of H, and hence  can not be decomposed into sum
of multiple Stratonovich integrals. This kind of failure of (0.2) will be dis-
cussed in Section 3 in slightly more general setting. In the section, given is
an example that X ((I&2 - &1*A)&12 x) +(dx) not only diverges to
infinity but also does exponentially fast.
The change of variable formula (0.3) is applicable to analytic . On the
way of showing that a multiple Wiener integral is analytic, in Section 1, we
shall give a new criterion for a Wiener functional to be analytic.
1. PRELIMINARIES: ANALYTICITY OF WIENER FUNCTIONALS
1.1. Notation
Let (X, H, +) be a real abstract Wiener space; X is a real separable
Banach space, H is a real separable Hilbert space imbedded continuously
and densely in X, and + is a Gaussian measure on X such that
|
X
exp[- &1(x, l)] +(dx)=exp[& &l&2H2] , for every l # X*,
where ( } , }) denotes the natural paring of X and its dual X*, & }&H does the
norm of H, and the identification that H=H* has been used so that X*
is included continuously in H.
We shall write X- &1H for X_H, and think of it as a complexifica-
tion of X. Then the element (x, h) # X_H is denoted by x+- &1h. The
complexified space HC :=HC=H-&1H is contained in X-&1H.
In particular, for x # X, h # H, and ‘ # C, x+‘h :=(x+(Re ‘)h)+
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- &1(Im ‘)h belongs to X- &1H and defines a complex line in
X- &1H.
The Sobolev spaces over X are defined as usual; for a real separable
Hilbert space E, we shall denote by Dn, p(X; E) the Sobolev space of
E-valued n-times differentiable Wiener functionals with p-th integrable
derivatives in the sense of the Malliavin calculus. The j th derivative of
F # Dn, p(X; E), 1 jn, is denoted by { jF and is an H  jE-valued
functional, where H jE denotes the Hilbert space of HilbertSchmidt type
operators f: H j  E with norm & f &H jE=

i1 , ..., ij=1
& f (hi1 , ..., hij)&
2
E ,
[hi]i=1 being a CONS of H. We set
Dn, &(X; E)= ,
1< p<
Dn, p(X; E), D, &(X; E)= ,
n # N
Dn, &(X; E).
Let {* be the adjoint operator of { : L2(X, R; +)#D1, 2(X; R) % F [ {F #
L2(X, H; +). {* extends to a continuous linear operator of Dn, p(X; HE)
to Dn&1, p(X; E) (say {* again). For details of Sobolev spaces, see [9, 13].
1.2. Analytic Functions
We shall review some notions and results in [12] and characterize
analytic functions on X. In what follows, let p # (1, ). We set
C H (X)={F: X  R:
there exists a measurable subset XF/X such that
(i) XF is H-invariant and +(XF)=1, and (ii) for each
x # XF , the mapping H % h [ F(x+h) # R is C
in the sense of Fre chet differentiation
= ,
C |, p(X )={F # C H (X) & D, p(X; R) :
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{nF&Lp(X, H n ; +)< for any s # (0,)= ,
C |(X )= .
p # (1, )
C |, p(X ).
We call F # C|(X) an analytic function on X.
For F # C H (X ), set
F (x)=F(x) if x # XF , and =0 if x  XF .
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Then, due to the H-invariance of XF , for every x # X, the mapping
H % h [ F (x+h) is C in the sense of Fre chet differentiation. Hence we
can define
{ nF(x)=the n th Fre chet derivative of the mapping h [ F (x+h) at h=0.
It then holds that { nF={nF +-a.e. [12, Lemma 4.5].
The holomorphic prolongation of F # C|(X ) to X- &1H, which will
be denoted by the same letter F, is given by
F(x+- &1h)
={ :

n=0
- &1 n
n!
({ nF n) , if :

n=0
&h& nH
n!
&{ nF(x)&H n<,
0, otherwise.
As was seen in [12, Section 4], F # C| (X ) is ‘‘analytic’’ in the sense that
there exists a measurable set X F/X such that +(X F)=1 and
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF(x)&H  n<
and
F(x+h)= :

n=0
1
n!
({ nF(x), h  n)
for any s # (0, ), x # X F , and h # H.
For F # C|, p (X ), the condition that F is in C H (X ) is assumed only to
substitute an H-valued Wiener functional for h in F(x+- &1h) [12]. We
shall see that this condition is fulfilled automatically as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let F # D, p (X; R) satisfy that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{nF&Lp(X, H n; +)< for every s # (0, ). (1.2)
Then F admits a +-version in C|, p (X ); there exist G0 # C |, p (X ) and
Gn # D, p (X; H  n), n # N, such that F=G0 +-a.e. and
:

n=0
sn
n!
&Gn(x)&H n< and G0 (x+h)=G0 (x)+ :

n=1
1
n!
(Gn(x), h
 n)
for any s # (0, ), x # X, and h # H. (1.3)
In particular, { nG0=Gn (x), x # X.
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Due to this theorem, in what follows every F # D, p (X; R) satisfying
(1.2) may and will be assumed to be an element of C|, p (X ) and to enjoy
[12, Theorem 4.11] that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF(x)&H n<,
F((x+h)+- &1k)= :

n=0
1
n!
({ nF(x), (h+- &1k) n)
for any s # (0, ), x # X, h, k # H. (1.4)
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Choose a CONS [l j]

j=1/X* of H. Denote by
Fm the _-algebra generated by [( } , l j) : 1 jm], and by E[v | Fm] the
conditional expectation given Fm . Put
Fm=E[F | Fm].
Then it holds that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{nF m&{
nF&Lp(X, H n; +)  0 as m   for every s # (0,),
(1.5)
and
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{nF m&Lp(X, H n; +)< for any s # (0, ).
Combining this with (1.2) and applying Sobolev’s imbedding theorem
after regarding ( } , lj)’s as coordinates, we may and will assume that
Fm # C (Rm; R) and
:

n=0
sn
n!
&nF m&Lp(Rm, (Rm) n; +m)< for any s # (0, ), (1.6)
where  stands for the usual gradient operator on Rm, and +m does the
standard Gaussian measure on Rm; +m (d!)=(2?) &m2 exp[&|!| 22] d!, d!
being the Lebesgue measure on Rm. In conjunction with the Taylor expan-
sion of Fm , this implies that Fm is an analytic function on Rm in the usual
sense, and enjoys that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&nF m(!)&Rmn<,
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and
kFm(!+’)= :

n=0
1
n!
(n+kF m(!), ’
 nv)
for any s # (0, ) and !, ’ # Rm.
Turning to X, thinking of Fm as a smooth functional on X (for a definition,
see [13]), we can rewrite the above as follows;
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF m(x)&H n<,
and
{ kFm (x+h)= :

n=0
1
n!
({ n+kF m(x), h
 nv)
for any s # (0, ), x # X, and h # H. (1.7)
Choosing a subsequence if necessary, on account of (1.5), we may and
will assume that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF m(x)&{
nF(x)&H n  0 as m  
for any s # (0,) for +-a.e. x # X. (1.8)
Set
XF={x # X : :

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF m(x)&{
nFm$ (x)&H n  0 as m, m$  =for any s # (0, )
It follows from (1.8) that +(XF)=1.
We shall see that XF is H-invariant. To do this, let x # XF , h # H, and
s # (0, ). By (1.7), we obtain that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF m(x+h)&{
nFm$ (x+h)&H n
 :

n=0
sn
n!
:

i=0
&h& iH
i!
&{ n+iFm (x)&{ n+iFm$(x)&H n+i
= :

j=0
(s+&h&H)
j
j!
&{ jFm (x)&{ jFm$ (x)&H j  0
as m, m$  .
Thus x+h # XF , and XF is H-invariant.
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For n # N _ [0], define
Gn (x)={
lim
m  
{ nFm (x), if x # XF ,
0, otherwise.
By virtue of (1.8), Gn={nF +-a.e. for every n # N _ [0]. By Fatou’s lemma,
we have
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF m(x)&Gn (x)&H n  0 as m  
for any s # (0,) and x # XF . (1.9)
In particular, due to (1.7), it holds that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&Gn(x)&H n< for any s # (0, ) and x # X.
Letting m   in (1.7) with k=0, by virtue of (1.9), we then arrive at
G0 (x+h)= :

n=0
1
n!
(Gn(x), h
 n) for any x # X and h # H,
which means that G0 # C H (X ) and (1.3) holds. Moreover, this also implies
that Gn (x) is the n th Freche t derivative of the mapping h [ G0 (x+h) at
h=0, and hence G0 # C|, p (X ). K
As an application of this theorem, we can show the following assertion,
which relates to the assumption made in Theorems 10.5 and 10.12 in [12].
Corollary 1.10. Let F # D, p (X; H ) and assume that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{nF&Lp(X, H nH; +)< for any s # (0, ).
Then {*F # D, p (X ) admits a +-version in C|, p (X ).
Proof. Recall that {*: D1, p (X; HH )  L p (X, H; +) is a bounded
linear operator [13]. Since every real separable Hilbert space is isometric
to H, we can show that there exists a universal constant cp such that
&{*G&Lp(X, E; +)cp &G&D1, p(X, HE; +)
for every separable Hilbert space E
and G # D1, p (X; HE ). (1.11)
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Using the commutation rule that {{*={*{+I, we have that
{n{*={*{n+n{n&1.
Combining this with (1.11), we see that, for any G # D, p (X; H ),
&{n{*G&Lp(X, H n; +) cp [&{nG&Lp(X, H n+1; +)+&{n+1G&Lp(X, H n+2; +) ]
+n &{n&1G&Lp(X, H n; +) ,
from which, it follows that F described in the corollary enjoys that
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{n{*F&Lp(X, H n; +)< for any s # (0,).
Apply now Theorem 3.1 to conclude the desired assertion. K
1.3. Multiple Wiener Integrals
In this subsection, we show the analyticity of multiple Wiener integrals
and review the change of variable formula for quadratic phase function.
For each symmetric multilinear form of HilbertSchmidt type f : Hn  E,
E being a real separable Hilbert space, its multiple Wiener integral In ( f )
is defined by
In ( f )=({*)n f. (1.12)
Let
H (n)=[ g # H  n : g is symmetric] .
H (2) is identified with the space of symmetric HilbertSchmidt operators
A: H  H in the standard manner. For the same f as above and e # E, if
we define ( f, e) # H (n) by ( f, e)(h1 } } } hn)=( f (h1 } } } hn), e) , it
holds that
(In ( f ), e) E=In (( f, e) E) , e # E. (1.13)
We often identify f # H (n) with a multilinear form of HilbertSchmidt
type f (k): H n&k  H  k given by
( f (k) (h1 } } } hn&k), hn&k+1 } } } hn)= f (h1 } } } hn).
In particular, Ik ( f ) denotes its kple Wiener integral defined to be
Ik ( f (n&k)), 1k<n.
We have the following analyticity of multiple Wiener integrals;
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Corollary 1.14. Let n # N and g # H (n). Then the multiple Wiener
integrals In&k (g), k=0, ..., n, admit +-versions In&k@ (g) so that In@(g) #
C|, p (X ) for any p # (1, ) and
In@(g)(x+h)= :
n
k=0
n!
k! (n&k)!
(In&k@ (g)(x), h k)
for any x # X and h # H. (1.15)
Proof. Note that {n+1(In (g))=0 and In (g) # D, & (X; R). Then, due
to Theorem 1.1, In (g) admits a +-version In@(g) # C|, p (X ) and there exist
Gk # D, p (X; H k), k=0, ..., n, such that
In@(g)(x+h)= :
n
k=0
1
k!
(Gk (x), h k) for any x # X and h # H.
(1.16)
Recalling that {{*={*{+I, we can easily show that
{k ({*)n= :
k
j=1
cnj{k& j ({*)n& j {+
n!
(n&k)!
({*)n&k,
where
cnj={1,n!(n& j+1)!,
if j=1,
if j2.
Thus we have that
{k (In (g))=
n!
(n&k)!
In&k (g),
which, in conjunction with (1.16), means that Gk is a +-version of
[n!(n&k)!] In&k (g). The proof completes. K
We now study in detail a quadratic form on X. Consider a symmetric
HilbertSchmidt operator A: H  H so that A=n=1 anhnhn , where
an # R, n=1 a
2
n<, and [hn]

n=1 is a CONS of H. Thinking of A as an
element of H (2), we set QA=I2 (A). As we have seen, QA # C| (X ) &
D, & (X; R). For the latter use, we shall give an explicit form of analytic
version of QA . Recalling that the Ito^ integral ( } , h) belongs to C| (X ) for
every h # H (Corollary 1.14) and choosing an increasing sequence
[mi]i=1/N so that 
mi
n=1 an (( } , hn)
2&1) converges as i   +-a.e., we
set
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XA={x # ,n # N X( } , hn) :
lim
i  
:
mi
n=1
an ((x, hn) 2&1) exists
and :

n=1
a2n (x, hn)
2< = ,
QA (x)={ limi   :
mi
n=1
an ((x, hn) 2&1) ,
0,
if x # XA ,
otherwise,
where X( } , h) denotes the H-invariant set associated with ( } , h) # C| (X ).
Define sn , tn # R by sn+- &1 tn=(1&2 - &1an )&12&1, where the
branch of ‘12 with 112=1 is considered. Since |sn+- &1tn |2 |an |, we
can define .A # D, & (X; HC) by
.A (x)={ :

n=1
(sn+- &1tn)(x, hn)hn , if x # XA ,
0, otherwise.
The change of variable formula in [12, Section 7] says that
Lemma 1.17. Let A : H  H and .A : X  H- &1H be as above. If
 # C| (X ) & D, & (X; R) enjoys that
M0[, r] := :

n=0
rn
n!
&{ n&2H n # L
1 (X, R; +) for any 0<r<,
then it holds that
|
X
e- &1QA(x)(x) +(dx)
=[det2 (I&2 - &1A)]&12 |
X
(x+.A (x)) +(dx), (1.18)
where I is the identity operator on H and det2 stands for the Carleman
Fredholm determinant.
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2. GENERAL MULTIPLE WIENER INTEGRALS
Throughout this section, we continue to fix A # H (2), a CONS H=
[hn]n=1 of H, and [an]

n=1/R such that
A= :

n=1
anhnhn , :

n=1
a2n<.
Moreover, we always assume that every multiple Wiener integral In (g) is
taken to be analytic, and enjoys the identity (1.15) with In&k@ (g)=In&k (g).
2.1. Statement of Results
Our goal of this section is to establish that
Theorem 2.2. Consider g # H (n) such that, for every 1k[n2],
:

j2k+1 , ..., jn=1
{ :

i1 , ..., ik=1
} g(hi1 hi1 hi2hi2  } } }
hik hik hj2k+1  } } } hjn )|=
2
<. (2.3)
In the case where k=n2, this is understood as follows:
:

i 1 , ..., in 2=1
| g(hi1 hi1 hi2hi2  } } } hin2hin2 )|< (2.4)
Assume that A is nondegenerate; an{0 for every n # N. Then, for any h0 , h,
l # H, it holds that
|
X
e- &1*QA(x&h0) e- &1(x, l) In (g)(x+h) +(dx)
t[det2 (I&2 - &1*A)]&12 exp _& 12 &h0&2H+- &1 (h0 , l)&
_ :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
(T(g, H, k), (h0+h) n&2k)
as |*|  , (2.5)
where T(g, H, k) # H (n&2k) is defined by
(T(g, H, k), .1 } } } .n&2k)
= :

i1 , ..., ik=1
g\hi1 hi1 hi2 hi2 } } } hik hik .1 } } } .n&2k+ .
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Remark 2.6. (i) Observe that {(QA (x&h0))=2A(x&h0), where Ax
is the stochastic extension of A : H  H; Ax=n=1 an (x, hn) hn . Then the
condition for A to be nondegenerate may be thought of as a condition that
{(QA (V&h0)) vanishes only at h0 , i.e. QA (V&h0) has only one stationary
point h0 . In this sense, the asymptotic behavior (2.5) means that the prin-
ciple of stationary phase holds.
(ii) Let & be a finite measure on H such that
|
H
e: &l&H&(dl)< for any :>0.
Set
&^(x)=|
H
e- &1(x, l)&(dl ).
This functional can be realized as an element of D, &(X; C) by
approximating & with measures supported on finite dimensional subspace
of X*. Theorem 2.2 leads us to the asymptotic behavior of the integral
|
X
e- &1*QA(x&h0)&^(x) In (g)(x+h) +(dx)
t[det2 (I&2 - &1*A)]&12 e&&h0&
2
H2&^(h0)
_ :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
(T(g, H, k), (h0+h) n&2k)
as |*|  .
Namely the asymptotic behavior follows from a Fubini type theorem and
Lebesgue’s theorem combined with (2.20), (2.21), and (2.23) below. This
kind of asymptotic behavior has been studied by Ikeda and Manabe [8]
in the case where In (g)#1.
2.2. Multiple Stratonovich Integral and HuMeyer's Formula
In this subsection, we will review multiple Stratonovich integrals due to
HuMeyer [7].
Consider a g # H (n), n2, such that g[V, v , h3 , ..., hn] # H (2) is of trace
class for every h3 , ..., hn # H. Then, by BanachSteinhaus’ theorem, there
exists a unique bounded (n&2)-multilinear form u on H so that
i=1 g[,i , ,i] converges weakly to u for any CONS [,i]

i=1 of H. We
shall denote such u by tr g. The operation trk is defined successively if
possible. We denote by H (n)tr the space of all g # H
(n) such that
trk g # H (n&2k) for every k=0, ..., [n2].
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For g # H (n)tr , the nple Stratonovich integral is defined by
I%n (g)= :
[n2]
k=0 \
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
In&2k (trkg). (2.7)
In the finite dimensional spaces, an nple Wiener integral is just a Hermite
polynomial of order n, while an nple Stratonovich integral is a sum of
monomials of order n. In fact, the following also can be found in [7].
Lemma 2.8. Let P : H  H be an orthogonal projection onto a finite
dimensional subspace. Suppose that f # H (n) satisfies that f = f b P n. Then
f # H (n)tr and it holds that
I%n ( f )(x)= f [(Px) n] +-a.e.,
where Px denotes the stochastic extension of P.
The inverse formula to (2.7) is known [7]:
In (g)= :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
I%n&2k (trk g). (2.9)
Let us consider In (g)(x+h), h # H. The formula (1.15) becomes
In (g)(x+h)= :
n
r=0
n!
r! (n&r)!  :
[(n&r)2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k
_
(n&r)!
k! (n&r&2k)!
I%n&r&2k (trk g)(x), h r 
By Lemma 2.8, it seems natural to guess that every I%n&r&2k (trk g)(x),
n&2k&r1, vanishes at x=0. If we stand on this guess, then we have
that
In (g)(h)= :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
( trk g, h n&2k) , h # H. (2.10)
This formula gives a heuristic reasoning to the expression (2.5). Namely,
the last sum in (2.5) comes from an alternative expression of (2.10) with the
CONS H.
2.3. Proof of the Theorem
We start with a lemma, which is an extension of Lemma 1.17.
Lemma 2.11. Let  # p # (1, ) C|, p (X ) and h1 , h2 # H. Suppose that
M0[, r] e&2( } , h2) # L1 (X, R; +) for every r # (0, ). Define h$=
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h1+- &1h2 # H- &1H, and (x, h$)=(x, h1)+- &1(x, h2). Then
e- &1( } , h$) # p # (1, ) C|, p (X ) and enjoys that
M0[e- &1( } , h$), r] # L1 (X, R; +) for every r # (0, ),
where we said that F: X  C is in C| (X ) if so are both Re F and Im F.
Moreover, it holds that
|
X
e- &1QA(x)(x) e- &1(x, h$)+(dx)
=[det2 (I&2 - &1A+]&12
_|
X
(x+.A (x)) e- &1(x, (I&2- &1A)
&12 h$)+(dx). (2.12)
Finally, for for each h0 # H, it holds that
|
X
e- &1QA(x&h0)(x) e- &1(x, h$)+(dx)
=[det2(I&2 - &1A)]&12 e- &1(Ah0, h0)
_|
X
(x+.A (x)) e- &1(x, (I&2- &1A)
&12 (h$&2Ah0))+(dx). (2.13)
It should be mentioned that, if  # D, & (X; R) and {N=0 for some
N # N, then all conditions for  in the lemma is fulfilled for this .
Proof. Notice that
e- &1(V, h$) # ,
p # (1, )
C |, p(X )
and
{ ne- &1(V, h$) =- &1 n e- &1(V, h$)(h$) n.
Applying [12, Lemma 10.7], we see that e- &1(V, h$) # p # (1, )C |, p(X ).
To see the second assertion, observe that
&{ n(e- &1( } , h$))&H  nC
 :
n
m=0
n!
m! (n&m)!
&{ m&H m &h$&n&mH e
&( } , h2)
{ :
n
m=0
n!
m! (n&m)!
&{ m&2H m &h$&n&mH =
12
(1+&h$&H)n2 e&( } , h2),
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where &h$&2H=&h1&
2
H+&h2&
2
H . This implies that
M0 [e- &1(V, h$), r]
\ :
0mn<
rn(1+&h$&H)n
m! (n&m)!
&{ m&2H m &h$&n&mH + e&2( } , h2)
=M0 [, r(1+&h$&H)] er(1+&h$&H ) &h$&He&2( } , h2).
Hence M0[e- &1( } , h$), r] # L1(X, R; +) for every r # (0, ).
For x # XA & X( } , h1) & X( } , h2) , it holds that
(x+.A(x), h$) =(x, h$)+ :

n=1
(sn+- &1 tn)(x, hn)(h$, hn) ,
where the sum converges absolutely because |sn+- &1 tn |2 |an |. By the
very definition of Ito^ integral, we have
(V, (I&2 - &1A)&12h$)
=L2- lim
N  
:
N
n=1
(1+sn+- &1 tn)(h$, hn)(V, hn).
Thus we obtain that
(V+.A(V), h$) =(V, (I&2 - &1A)&12h$) +-a.e. (2.14)
In conjunction with Lemma 1.17, this implies (2.12).
Observe that (cf. [12, Lemma 7.4])
QA(x&h0)=QA(x)&2(x, Ah0) +(Ah0 , h0) +-a.e. x # X. (2.15)
Thus the last assertion (2.13) follows from (2.12). K
We next show a lemma obtained as an application of Taylor expansion
of In(g);
Lemma 2.16. Let g, gm # H (n) satisfy that gm  g in H  n. Then, for any
U # H (2) - &1H (2), it holds that
In(gm)(x+Ux)  In(g)(x+Ux) in Dr, p(X; C) as m  , (2.17)
for any r # N and p # (1, ), where we have denoted by Ux # H- &1H
the stochastic extension of U.
Proof. By virtue of (1.15), it holds that, for f # [g, gm : m # N],
In( f )(x+Ux)= :
n
k=0
n!
k! (n&k)!
(In&k ( f )(x), (Ux) k) , x # X.
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Since & f &H  n&kH k=& f &H  n for any f # H (n), it holds that In&k ( gm ) 
In&k(g) in Dr, p(X; H  k). Recalling that Ux # D, &(X; C), we can then
conclude the desired convergence. K
Lemma 2.18. Consider g # H (n) satisfying (2.3) and U # H (2)- &1H (2).
Suppose that U has H=[hi]i=1 as its eigenfunctions, and let [ui]

i=1 be the
corresponding eigenvalues. Set
Jk, j (g, U, h)= :

s1 , ..., sn&2j&2k=1
i1 , ..., ik+ j=1
{ ‘
j
p=1
(1+uip)
2 ‘
n&2k& 2 j
q=1
(1+usq)(h, hsq)=
_g(hi1 hi1 hi2 hi2  } } }
hik+j hik+j hs1  } } } hsn&2k&2 j ).
For each h # H- &1H, it then holds that
|
X
e- &1(x, h)In(g)(x+Ux) +(dx)
= :
[n2]
k=0
:
[n2]&k
j=0 \&
1
2+
k
\12+
j n!
k! (n&2k&2 j)!
_(&1)(n2)&k& j e&(h, h)2Jk, j (g, U, h), (2.19)
where ( } , } ) on H has been extended to H- &1H complex bilinearly.
Proof. Represent U as U=i=1 uihihi , put Pmh=
m
i=1 (h, hi)hi ,
h # H, and set gm= g b P nm . Notice that
Jk, j (gm , U, h)= :
m
s1, ..., sn&2j&2k=1
i1, ..., ik+j=1
{ ‘
j
p=1
(1+uip)
2 ‘
n&2k&2 j
q=1
(1+usq)(h, hsq)=
_g(hi1 hi1 hi2 hi2  } } }
hik+j hik+j hs1  } } } hsn&2k&2 j ).
Due to Lemma 2.16 and the assumption (2.3), it suffices to show (2.19)
with g= gm .
By the very definition, I%n are all analytic. HuMeyer’s formula (2.9) then
implies that there is a Borel set X0/X such that +(X0)=1 and
In(gm)(x+h)= :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
I%n&2k(trkgm)(x+h),
for any x # X0 and h # H.
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We then have that
|
X
e- &1(x, h)In(gm)(x+Ux) +(dx)
= :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
_|
X
e- &1(x, h)I%n&2k(trkgm b (I+U ) n&2k)(x) +(dx)
= :
[n2]
k=0
:
[n2]&k
j=0 \&
1
2+
k
\12+
j n!
k! (n&2k&2 j)!
_|
X
e- &1(x, h)In&2k&2 j (tr j[trk gm b (I+U ) n&2k])(x) +(dx),
where, for the second identity, we have used the following observation; if
f # H ( j) satisfies that f = f b P  jm , then
I%j ( f )(x+Ux)= :
m
i1, ..., ij=1
f (hi1  } } } hij ) ‘
j
k=1
(x+Ux, hik )
= :
m
i1, ..., ij=1
f (hi1  } } } hij ) ‘
j
k=1
(x, hik )(1+uik )
= :
m
i1, ..., ij=1
f ((I+U) hi1  } } }  (I+U ) hij ) ‘
j
k=1
(x, hik )
=I%j ( f b (I+U )j)(x) +-a.e. x # X.
Recalling that Ii (v)=({*)i and integrating by parts (n&2k&2 j)-times, we
see that
|
X
e- &1(x, h) In&2k&2 j (tr j[trk gm b (I+U ) n&2k])(x) +(dx)
=(&1)(n2)&k& j ( tr j[trk gm b (I+U ) n&2k], h n&2k&2 j) e&&h&
2
H2
=(&1)(n2)&k& j e&&h&
2
H2 :
m
i1, ..., ik+j=1
‘
j
p=1
(1+uip)
2
_g(hi1 hi1 } } } hik+j hik+j  ((I+U ) h)
 n&2k&2 j).
Hence (2.19) holds. K
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let h0 , h, l # H and set
h$=l&- &1h. By virtue of the CameronMartin formula, (2.13), and
(2.19), we obtain that
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|
X
e- &1QA(x&h0)e- &1(x, l)In(g)(x+h) +(dx)
=|
X
e- &1QA(x&(h0+h))e- &1(x, h$)In(g)(x) +(dx) e&&h&
2
H2&- &1(h, l)
=[det2(I&2 - &1A)]&12 e- &1(A(h0+h), (h0+h)) &(&h&
2
H2)&- &1(h, l)
_e&(12)( (I&2 - &1A)&1 [h$&2A(h0+h)], [h$&2A(h0+h)])
_ :
[n2]
k=0
:
[n2]&k
j=0 \&
1
2+
k
\12+
j n!
k! (n&2k&2 j)!
(&1)(n2)&k& j
_Jk, j (g, UA , (I&2 - &1A)&12 [h$&2A(h0+h)]), (2.20)
where UA=(I&2 - &1A)&12&I.
It is easily seen that
- &1(A(h0+h), (h0+h)) & 12&h&2H&- &1(h, l)
& 12 ( (I&2 - &1A)&1 [h$&2A(h0+h)], [h$&2A(h0+h)])
=&12&h0&2H+- &1(h0 , l)
& 12 ( (I&2 - &1A)&1 [l+- &1h], [l+- &1h]). (2.21)
Hence we obtain that
exp[- &1(*A(h0+h), (h0+h))& 12&h&2H&- &1(h, l)
& 12 ( (I&2 - &1*A)&1 [h$&2*A(h0+h)], [h$&2*A(h0+h)])]
 exp[& 12&h0 &
2
H+- &1(h0 , l)] as |*|  . (2.22)
We next compute Jk, j ( } } } ). By a direct calculation, we see that
Jk, j (g, UA , (I&2 - &1A)&12 [h$&2A(h0+h)])
= :

s1 , ..., sn&2k&2j=1
i1 , } } } ik+ j=1 { ‘
j
p=1
(1&2 - &1aip )
&1
_ ‘
n&2k&2 j
q=1 _
(l, hsq)+(&- &1&2asq)(h, hsq)&2asq(h0 , hsq)
(1&2 - &1asq ) &=
_g(hi1 hi1  } } } hik+j hik+j hs1  } } } hsn&2k&2 j ). (2.23)
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Since
} 11&2 - &1*aip }1
}
(l, hsq) +(&- &1&2*asq)(h, hsq)&2*asq(h0 , hsq)
(1&2 - &1*asq ) }
|(l, hsq) |+|(h, hsq) |+|(h0 , hsq) |,
and, as |*|  ,
(1&2 - &1*aip)
&1  0,
(l, hsq) +(&- &1&2*asq)(h, hsq)&2*asq(h0 , hsq)
(1&2 - &1*asq )
 (&1)&12 (h0+h, hsq) ,
the dominated convergence theorem combined with the assumption (2.3)
implies that
Jk, j (g, U*A , (I&2 - &1*A)&12 [h$&2*A(h0+h)])
 {0,(&1)&(n2)+k (T(g, H, k), (h0+h) n&2k) ,
if j{0,
if j=0.
(2.24)
Plugging (2.22) and (2.24) into (2.20) with *A instead of A, we can con-
clude (2.5) since *QA=Q*A . K
3. MULTIPLE WIENER INTEGRALS OF ORDER 2
As was mentioned in the Introduction, if ‘‘(0)’’ in (0.2) does not exist,
then the asymptotic behavior as |*|   can not be seen. In this section,
we restrict ourselves to the case where the amplitude function  is a Wiener
functional of order 2, and investigate such a case in detail.
Throughout this section, we assume that A # H (2) is non-degenerate and
that it has the eigenvector expansion (2.1).
Proposition 3.1. Consider C # H (2) satisfying that
C= :

n=1
cnhnhn for some [cn]n=1/R with :

n=1
c2n<,
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and that both of the limits
c& := lim
*  &
:

n=1
ancn
an&(12 - &1*)
and
c+ := lim
*  +
:

n=1
ancn
an&(12 - &1*)
exist. Then, for each h # H, it holds that, as *  \,
|
X
e- &1*QA(x&h0)QC(x+h) +(dx)
t[det2 (I&2 - &1*A)]&12 [(C(h0+h), (h0+h))&c\ ]e&&h0&
2
H 2
(3.2)
where the symbol \ in c\ and \ takes the sign + or & simultaneously.
Proof. By (1.4), we have that
QC (x+.A(x))=QC(x)+2 :

n=1
cn [(1&2 - &1an)&12&1](x, hn) 2
+ :

n=1
cn[(1&2 - &1an)&12&1]2 (x, hn) 2. (3.3)
In this expression, it should be mentioned that the sums
:

n=1
cn [(1&2 - &1an)&12&1](x, hn) 2
and
:

n=1
cn [(1&2 - &1an)&12&1]2 (x, hn) 2
both converge in L p(X, C; +) for every p # [1, ), since
|(1&2 - &1an)&12&1|2 |an |, 1n<.
Recall that n=1 cn ((x, hn)
2&1) converges to QC(x) in L2(X, R; +).
Since ( } , hn) 2&1=({*)2 (hnhn), in repetition of the argument at the
end of the proof of Lemma 2.18, due to (2.14), we have that
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|
X
QC(x) e- &1(x+.A(x), h) +(dx)
= :

n=1
cn |
X
((x, hn) 2&1) e- &1(x+.A(x), h) +(dx)
=\ :

n=1
cn
&1
1&2 - &1an
(h, hn)2+ e&( (I&2 - &1A)&1 h, h)2. (3.4)
On account of the remark after (3.3), in the same manner as above, we can
show that
|
X
[QC (x+.A(x))&QC(x)] e- &1(x+.A(x), h) +(dx)
=2 - &1 \ :

n=1
an cn
1&2 - &1an
_[1&(1&2 - &1an)&1(h, hn) 2]+ e&((I&2 - &1A)&1 h, h)2.
Combining this with (3.4), we obtain that
|
X
QC (x+.A(x)) e- &1(x+.A(x), h) +(dx)
={2 - &1 :

n=1
an cn
1&2 - &1an
+ :

n=1
&cn
(1&2 - &1an)2
(h, hn) 2= e&( (I&2 - &1A)&1 h, h)2.
Hence, due to (4.9) and the CameronMartin formula, we have that
|
X
e- &1*QA(x&h0)QC(x+h) +(dx)
=[det2 (I&2 - &1*A)]&12
_{2 - &1 :

n=1
*ancn
1&2 - &1*an
& :

n=1
cn [- &1 (h, hn)+2*an(h+h0 , hn)]2
(1&2 - &1*an)2 =
_exp[[( (I&2 - &1*A)&1h0 , h0) &&h0&2H ]2] . (3.5)
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Observe that
|1&2 - &1*an | 2=1+4*2a2n ,
and apply the dominated convergence theorem so to obtain that
:

n=1
cn [- &1(h, hn)+2*an(h+h0 , hn)]2
(1&2 - &1*an)2
 &(C(h+h0), (h+h0)).
In conjunction with (3.5) this yields the assertion. K
As will be seen in Example 3.6, c+{c& in general. This kind of disagree-
ment occurs only on an infinite dimensional space. Namely, on Rd, the
summations appearing in the definition of c\ are taken over n=1, ..., d,
and hence the limits c+ and c& coincide. In this case, every C is of trace
class, and hence Theorem 2.2 is applicable. The resulting asymptotic
behavior is a well known behavior, obtained via the method of stationary
phase on the finite dimensional space [2, 3, 6].
We shall close this section by giving an example which indicates that the
principle of stationary phase does not hold in general; [det2(I  2 - 1*A)]12
_X e- &1*QA d+ diverges as |*|  .
Example 3.6. We first consider a case where c+{c&. To do this, let
: # (12, 1] and set a2n&1=c2n&1=1n: and a2n=c2n=&1n:, n # N.
Then, by a straightforward computation, we have that
:

n=1
ancn
an &(12 - &1*)
=
4*
- &1
:

n=1
1
n2:+4*2
Observe that
} |

0
1
t2:+4}2
dt&
}
4}2
<} :

n=1
1
n2:+4}2
<} |

0
1
t2:+4}2
dt for } # (0, ).
Since
} |

0
1
t2:+4}2
dt=2(1:)&2}(1:)&1
?
2:
cosec
?
2:
,
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we obtain that
\
1
- &1
?, if :=1
c\={\ 1- &1 , if : # (12, 1).
Thus, c+{c& , and hence by Proposition 3.1, a principle of stationary
phase does not hold in this case.
We continue to deal with the same A as above. Take a sufficiently small
=>0 and observe (cf. Lemma 1.17) that
|
X
e- &1*QA cos(=QA) d+= 12 [[det2 (I&2 - &1(*+=)A)]&12
+[det2 (I&2 - &1(*&=)A)]&12] .
It is easily seen that det2(I&2 - &1*A)=>n=1[1+(4*2n2:)], * # R.
Then, using inequalities that !&(!22)log (1+!)!, !>0, we obtain
that
(8*=+4=2) :

n=1
1
n2:+4*2
&
(8*=+4=2)2
2
:

n=1
1
(n2:+4*2)2
log \det 2(I&2 - &1 (*+=)A)det2(I&2 - &1*A) +(8*=+4=
2) :

n=1
1
n2:+4*2
Then we see that
A1(:)(8*=+4=
2)*(1:)&2&(8*=+4=2)*&2&A2(:)(8*=+4=2)2 *(1:)&4
log \det2(I&2 - &1(*+=)A)det2(I&2 - &1*A) +A1(:)(8*=+4=
2)*(1:)&2,
where
Aj (:)=
1
j |

0
dt
(t2:+4) j
, j=1, 2.
Hence we have the following exponential growth.
[det2(I&2 - &1*A)]12 |
X
e- &1*QA cos(=QA) d+
t 12 exp[4A1(:) =*(1:)&1] as |*|  .
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4. ESSENTIAL CONTINUOUS MULTIPLE WIENER INTEGRALS
An important class of multiple Wiener integrals whose kernels have the
traces is the class of essentially continuous ones. We start this section by
introducing the notion of essential continuity.
In general, a Wiener functional F # L2(X, R; +) has a unique Ito^Wiener
decomposition
F= :

n=0
1
n!
I n( fn), fn # H
(n).
The sequence of kernels [ fn]n=0 is called the symmetric Fock space
representation of F. Among the three objects of the abstract Wiener space
(X, H, +), X is not uniquely determined even when the other two are given.
It is often useful to replace X by another suitable Banach space X$ so that
a new triplet (X$, H, +) is again an abstract Wiener space. It is then natural
to identify two L2-Wiener functionals F and F $ defined on (X, H, +) and
(X$, H, +), respectively, if their symmetric Fock space representations coin-
cide. For any F # L2(X, R; +), there is a unique F $ # L2(X$, R; +) that is
identified with F, and hence, we call such an F $ the representation of F on
L2(X$, R; +).
F # L2(X, R; +) is said to be essentially continuous, if there is an abstract
Wiener space (X$, H, +) such that the representation of F on L2(X$, R; +)
is continuous in the norm of X$.
In this section, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. If In(g), g # H (n), is essentially continuous, then the
asymptotic behavior in (2.5) as |*|   holds for any non-degenerate
operator A defined by (2.1).
For the proof, we prepare simple lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let (0, F, P) be a probability space and let 1<p<.
Suppose that a sequence of random variables [!n]n=1 converges to ! in
probability, and that [!n]n=1 are uniformly bounded in L
p(0, C; P).
Then, ! # L p(0, C; P) and [!n]n=1 converges to ! in L
q(0, F, P) for any
1<q<p.
Proof. It follows from Fatou’s lemma that ! # L p(0, C; P). To see the
second assertion, put
M :=sup
n |0 |!n&!|
p dP<.
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Ho lder’s inequality implies that
|
0
|!n&!| q dP=|
0
1[ |!n&!|>=] |!n&!|
q dP+|
0
1[ |!n&!|=] |!n&!|
q dP
[P( |!n&!|>=)] ( p$&1)p$ M1p$+=q,
where p$= pq. Taking lim supn   and then =  0, we see that
lim sup
n   |0 |!n&!|
q dP=0. K
Lemma 4.3. Let f : Xn  R be continuous and multilinear. Then f |H n is
of HilbertSchmidt class.
Before proceeding to the proof of the lemma, we prepare a notation; in
what follows, for a continuous multi-linear f : Xn  R, we shall use cf to
indicate a constant such that
| f (x1 , ..., xn)|cf ‘
n
i=1
&xi&, x1 , ..., xn # X,
where & }& stands for the norm of X.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let [,i]i=1 be any CONS of H and define a
sequence of projections [Pm]m=1 on H by
Pm := :
m
i=1
( } , ,i) ,i , m=1, 2, ... (4.4)
Then we know that the convergence in probability
(P nm f )[x1 , ..., xn]= f ((Pmx)
 n)  f [x1 , ..., xn] as m   (4.5)
takes place ([5]). Lemma 4.2 implies that (4.5) is an L2(X, R; +)-con-
vergence, because we have that
sup
m |X | f ((Pmx)
 n)| p +(dx)sup
m |X cf &Pm x&
np +(dx)
cf |
X
&x&np +(dx)<,
where the last inequality follows from Gross’ result [4, Theorem 5] that
+(&x&>=)  +(&Pm x&>=) for any m, =>0. (4.6)
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Since
:
m
i1, ..., in=1
f (,i1  } } } ,in)
2
=|
X n \ :
m
i1, ..., in=1
f (,i1  } } } ,in) ‘
n
j=1
(xj , ,ij)
2+ +(dx1) } } } +(dxn)
=|
X n
((P nm f )[x1 , ..., xn])
2 +(dx1) } } } +(dxn),
letting m  , we have that
:

i 1 , ..., in=1
f (,i1  } } } ,in)
2 < . K
Lemma 4.7. Let A be the nondegenerate operator defined by (2.1) and let
h0 , l # H. Then, both
exp[- &1( (1&2 - &1*A)&12 x, l)]
and
exp[&( (1&2 - &1*A)&12 x, h0)]
converge to 1 in L p(X, C; +), for any 1<p<, as |*|  .
Proof. We shall give a proof only for the first one. The other one can be
proved similarly.
Observe that
|exp[- &1( (1&2 - &1*A) &12 x, l)]|
=exp _& :

n=1
tn(*)(x, hn)(hn , l)& ,
where (1&2 - &1*an)&12=(1&sn(*))+- &1tn(*). Since |tn(*)|1,
|
X
|exp[- &1( (1&2 - &1*A) &12x, l)]| p +(dx)
=|
X
exp _&p :

n=1
tn(*)(x, hn)(hn , l)& +(dx)
=exp _ p
2
2
:

n=1
tn(*)
2 (hn , l) 2&exp _ p
2
2
&h&2H& .
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Thus, exp[- &1( (1&2 - &1*A)&12 x, l)], * # R, is uniformly L p(X, C; +)-
integrable for any 1<p<. It is easy to see that ( (1&2 - &1*A)&12 x, l)
0 in probability. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, we have the desired
Lp-convergence :
exp[- &1( (1&2 - &1*A) &12x, l)]  1 in L p(X, C; +). K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Replacing the Banach space X by another
Banach space if necessary, we assume that the nple Wiener integral
(x)=In(g)(x) is continuous.
Step 1. First, we will show that the nple linear form g(l1  } } } ln)
on H extends to a continuous nple form on X. For any s1 , ..., sn # R,
consider
 (x+s1l1+ } } } +snln), x # X, l1 , ..., ln # H, (4.8)
where  is a real analytic +-version of . (4.8) has the following Taylor
expansion.
 (x)+ :
i1+ } } } +inn
i1 , ..., in0
s1
i1 } } } sn
in
i1! } } } in!
_
 i1+ } } } +in
s1
i1 } } } sn
in
 (x+s1l1+ } } } +snln) } s1= } } } =sn=0 . (4.9)
Since (4.8) is continuous in each lj with respect to the norm of X, so is each
term of (4.9). In particular, the coefficient of s1_ } } } _sn in (4.9)
n
s1 } } } sn
 (x+s1l1+ } } } +snln) } s1= } } } =sn=0 ,
which is nothing but
(Dn(x), l1 } } } ln) =n! g(l1  } } } ln),
is therefore continuous in each lj with respect to the norm of X.
In the sequel, we denote the continuous extension of g(l1 } } } ln) by
g[x1 , ..., xn], x1 , ..., xn # X.
Step 2. We next show that g # H (n)tr and that
I%n (g)(x)= g[x, ..., xn
n
], x # X. (4.10)
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Let us first show that g # H (n)tr . For any fixed x3 , ..., xn # X, we consider
gx3 , ..., xn[x1 , x2] := g[x1 , ..., xn], x1 , x2 # X.
Since gx3 , ..., xn is a continuous bilinear form on X, the trace
(tr g)[x3 , ..., xn] := :

i=1
gx3 , ..., xn [,i , ,i],
where [,i]i=1 is an arbitrary CONS of H, is absolutely convergent [5].
From the BanachSteinhaus theorem, we know that (tr g)[x3 , ..., xn] is
again a continuous symmetric multi-linear form on X. Note that
tr g # H (n&2) by Lemma 4.3. Similarly, (tr2 g) is well-defined and it belongs
to H (n&4), if n4. Continuing this procedure, we have g # H (n)tr .
Define a sequence of projections [Pm]m=1 on H by (4.4). Then, just as
(4.5) was L2-convergent, an L2(X, R; +)-convergence
(P nm g)[x, ..., x
n
]= g((Pm x) n)  g[x, ..., x
n
] as m  
takes place. Therefore, to show (4.10), we need to prove the following
L2-convergence
g((Pmx) n)  I%n (g)(x) in L2(X, R; +).
By Lemma 2.8, we have that
g((Pmx) n)=I%n (P nm g)(x).
Due to the above observation, this yields that
I%n (P nm g)(x)  g[x, ..., x
n
] in L2(X, R; +) as m  .
Then, by HuMeyer’s formula (2.7), we see that each
In&2k(trk(P nm g))(x), k=1, ..., [n2]
converges in L2(X, R; +) as m  , and which means that each of their
kernels trk(P nm g) converges in H
(n&2k)-norm. Thus, by (2.7), the proof of
(4.10) completes once we have seen that
trk(P nm g)  tr
kg weakly in H (n&2k) as m  . (4.11)
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To show (4.11), let us consider the following function:
gk[x1 , ..., xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k]
:= g[x1 , x1 , ..., xk , xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k], xj # X, lj # H. (4.12)
Then, just as (4.5) is an L2(X, R; +)-convergence, the following two con-
vergences
gk[Pm1 x1 , ..., Pmk xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k]
 gk[x1 , ..., xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k] as m1 , ..., mk   (4.13)
and
gk[x1 , ..., xi&1 , Pmi xi , ..., Pmk xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k]
 gk[x1 , ..., xi , Pmi+1 xi+1 , ..., Pmk xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k] as mi  
(4.14)
take place in L2(Xk, R; + k). Notice that
|
X k
gk[Pm1 x1 , ..., Pmk xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k] +(dx1) } } } +(dxk)
=|
X k
:
m1
i1=1
} } } :
mk
ik=1
gk[,i1 , ..., ,ik , l1 , ..., ln&2k]
_(x1 , ,i1)
2 } } } (xk , ,ik)
2 +(dx1) } } } +(dxk)
= :
m1
i1=1
} } } :
mk
ik=1
g(,i1 ,i1 } } } ,ik ,ik l1  } } } ln&2k). (4.15)
By (4.14), letting m1  , ..., mk   in (4.15) one after another, we have
that
|
X k
gk[x1 , ..., xk , l1 , ..., ln&2k] +(dx1) } } } +(dxk)
=( trk g, l1  } } } ln&2k). (4.16)
Due to (4.13) and (4.16), letting m1= } } } =mk   in (4.15) simul-
taneously, we obtain that
lim
m  
:
m
i1, ..., ik=1
gk[,i1 , ..., ,ik , l1 , ..., ln&2k]=( tr
k g, l1  } } } ln&2k) .
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It also follows from (4.6), (4.15), and (4.16) that
} trk(P nm g)(l1 } } } ln&2k)& :
m
i1, ..., ik=1
gk[,i1 , ..., ,ik , l1 , ..., ln&2k] }
= }|Xk gk[Pm x1 , ..., Pmxk , Pml1 , ..., Pmln&2k]
& gk[Pm x1 , ..., Pmxk , l1 , ..., ln&2k] +(dx1) } } } +(dxk) }
cg \|X &x&2+(dx)+
k
:
n&2k
j=1 \ ‘1i< j &li&+
_&lj&Pmlj& \ ‘j<in&2k &Pmli&+ 0 as m  .
Hence, (4.11) follows from this and (4.17).
Since (trk g)[x1 , ..., xn&2k ], k=1, ..., [n2], are continuous, due to the
above observation, we also have that
(trk g)[x, ..., x
n&2k
]=I%n&2k (trk g)(x), x # X, k=1, ..., [n2]. (4.18)
(4.10), (4.18) and HuMeyer’s formula (2.9) implies that
In (g)(x)= :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
(trk g)[x, ..., x
n&2k
], x # X,
and, in particular, we have (2.10).
Step 3. Now, we can show (2.5). Remember that (x)=In(g)(x),
g # H (n). Observe that the holomorphic prolongation of I%n (g)(x) to the
space X- &1H is given by
I%n (g)(x+- &1l)=g[x+- &1l, ..., x+- &1l]
:= :
n
k=0
n!
k! (n&k)!
(- &1)k g[x, ..., x
n&k
, l, ..., l
k
],
x # X, l # H.
Since g is continuous on Xn, this prolongation continuously extends to the
space W :=X- &1X as follows:
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g[x+- &1y, ..., x+- &1y
n
]
:= :
n
k=0
n!
k! (n&k)!
(- &1)k g[x, ..., x
n&k
, y, ..., y
k
], x, y # X.
Thus (x)=In(g)(x) extends to continuous holomorphic function on W:
(x+- &1 y)= :
[n2]
k=0 \&
1
2+
k n!
k! (n&2k)!
_(trk g)[x+- &1y, ..., x+- &1y
n&2k
], x, y # X,
Defining
&x+- &1 y&W := - &x&2+&y&2,
for each h # H, we can then find a constant c, depending only on h and g,
such that
|(x+h+- &1 y)&(h)|
c &x+- &1y&W (1+&x+- &1 y&W)n&1, x, y # X. (4.19)
For a family [L*]* # R of linear operators on H of norm 1 such that
L*  0 strongly as |*|  , Gross showed [4, Theorem 5 and Corol-
lary 5.1] that &L* }& becomes a measurable seminorm for each *, and that
+(&x&>=)  +(&L* x&>=)  0 as |*|   for any =>0.
From the left inequality, we know that sup* X &L*x& p +(dx)< for any
1<p<. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, we have that
lim
|*|   |X &L*x&
p +(dx)=0 for any 1<p<.
In particular, applying this observation to an operator L* on H- &1H
defined by L* :=(I&2- &1*A)&12 R, where R is a projection given by
R: (l1+- &1l2) [ l1 , l1+- &1l2 # H- &1H,
we see that
lim
|*|   ||X- &1X &(I&2 - &1*A)
&12 R(x+- &1 y)&pW +(dx) +(dy)=0,
that is,
lim
|*|   |X &(I&2 - &1*A)
&12 x& pW +(dx)=0 for any 1<p<.
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From this and (4.19), it follows that, for any 1<p<,
((I&2 - &1*A)&12 x+h)  (h) in L p(X, C; +) as |*|  .
(4.20)
By the CameronMartin formula and Lemma 1.17,
|
X
e- &1QA(x&h0)(x+h)e- &1(x, l) +(dx)
=|
X
e- &1QA(x)(x+h+h0)e- &1(x+h0 , l) e&(x, h0)&&h0&
2
H2 +(dx)
=[det2(1&2 - &1*A)]&12 e- &1(h0 , l) &&h0&
2
H2
_|
X
[((1&2 - &1*A)&12 x+h+h0 )
_e- &1( (1&2 - &1*A)&12 x, l) e&( (1&2 - &1*A)&12 x, h0)] +(dx).
By Lemma 4.7, (4.20), and (2.10), we eventually obtain (2.5). K
Remark 4.21. If In(g)(x) is continuous with respect to a Hilbertian
measurable norm, we can show (2.3) and (2.4), and hence, the assertion of
Theorem 4.1 becomes a corollary of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, the LHS of (2.3)
is estimated as
:

j2k+1 , ..., jn=1
{ :

i1 ,..., ik=1
| g(hi1 hi1 hi2 hi2 } } }
hik hik hj2k+1  } } } hjn)|=
2
 :

j2k+1 , ..., jn=1
\ :

i1 , ..., ik=1
cg &hi1&
2 } } } &hik&
2 &hj2k+1& } } } &hjn&+
2
=\ :

i1 , ..., ik=1
cg &hi1&
2 } } } &hik&
2+
2
:

j2k+1 , ..., jn=1
&hj2k+1&
2 } } } &hjn&
2.
Since the measurable norm is Hilbertian, the injection map from H to the
completion of H with respect to this norm is of HilbertSchmidt class, that
is, i=1 &hi&
2< [10, Theorem 4.3]. Thus we have (2.3).1
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